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Executive Summary 
The BENS 5G Handbook 
5G’s introduction promises to revolutionize many business functions and introduce higher levels of security 
than any previous communications network. It does, however, also bring with it significant security pitfalls 
to be properly managed. Recognizing this, the BENS Technology & Innovation Council has designed this 
guide to help companies, and their leadership, get ahead of the curve on 5G’s introduction; what it is, what 
it means to their company, and ultimately how to operate it securely. 

Without building-in proper planning and security risk management from the beginning, businesses risk not 
only losing the benefits 5G can bring, but also the underlying operations, data, competitive advantage, 
reputation and brand. To that end, this guide serves to help companies ‘bake-in’ security from the 
beginning of their 5G employment, and avoid having to ‘bolt it on’ after the fact.
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Challenges Presented 
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Employing 5G
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Introduction to 5G
What is 5G? 5G is the 5th generation wireless evolution of the communications network and next major 
step into the information age, introducing changes to the radio equipment and end user devices alike. It 
will be deployed globally and integrated with other next generation technologies like low-earth satellites, 
medical devices, drones, robotics, autonomous vehicles, and next generation Wi-Fi to power the fourth 
industrial revolution. Such a revolution will however also bring with it a sea change in network security 
responsibilities. 5G is anticipated to enhance the security roles of a variety of network participants, in 
addition to the network service providers who have traditionally owned much of the accountability for 
network security. Put simply, it will rely on an ecosystem of stakeholders like never before to design, build, 
and operate securely. 

A fundamental reason for this is the fact that, unlike prior mobile network iterations, 5G will be a software-
defined network (SDN). An advancement that, when combined with the increased processing power of 
its connected devices, will allow sensors to talk directly with one-another and unlock the revolutionary 
benefits of the Internet of Things (IoT). The IoT will shift the capture, processing, and sharing of data away 
from central hubs and to the sensory devices themselves in a phenomenon known as edge computing.

Resultantly, the powerful combination of edge computing and an SDN will see the proliferation of use 
cases previously denied to businesses reliant on standard internet networks for their operations. Increased 
download speeds, reduced latency, and increased reliability of 5G, combined with the processing 
capacity of edge computing, will create new opportunities for improved business efficiency and customer 
experience. In addition to opening up previously unimaginable opportunities for many businesses, this new 
network architecture will also deepen the ability of the relatively small number of business that have, up to 
now, been able to construct their own data capture and analytic capabilities.

But although elements of 5G are here today, fully integrating and shifting the telecommunications network 
to next-generation 5G will be a slow, iterative process. It is unlikely to be rolled out uniformly at either a 
global scale, or even between different service providers. 
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Benefits of Adopting 5G
At its most fundamental level, 5G’s facilitation of data collection, combined with its low latency and high 
reliability is predicted to power the fourth industrial revolution with as yet unimagined applications. It will 
allow the IoT to connect through various devices to the internet and offer enterprises real-time operational 
insights. Introducing such capabilities will likely transform urban centers through smart cities with the ability 
to monitor and mitigate pollution, reduce congestion, and efficiently allocate the use of public space. 
Eventually, this may even allow doctors in a hospital to perform surgery on patients from thousands of miles 
away using connected devices and augmented reality.

And the benefits of its use cases are already becoming apparent. When it comes to eliminating friction 
points in the shopping experience, grocery stores have already started employing scan, pay, and go 
technology via shoppers’ own smartphones to enable them to avoid queuing at the checkout.

Likewise, 5G will deliver improved inventory control in response to reams of data gathered on popular products 
and in an even more sophisticated manner will, theoretically, allow businesses to triangulate precise asset 
locations across the globe. Doing so will facilitate optimization of the supply chain and improve efficiencies.

The new technology is also predicted to give businesses greater agency over machine wear-and-tear 
with predictive, rather than reactive, maintenance in a system known as ‘digital twins’1. Allied with other 
technologies, these digital twins have led many to envision an emerging world of proactive maintenance 
that will become an increasingly key competitive differentiator in industrial IoT applications. In one case 
already under development, one of the UK’s busiest and most important rail corridors is able to model the 
movement of its trains, and coordinate when they need to return to depot for preventative maintenance before 
mechanical failures occur; all while maintaining effective service. Digital twins will likely provide similar benefits 
across many industries, from oil, gas and other energy sources, to manufacturing and the supply chain.

These are not necessarily new use cases for connected devices, but instead represent an expansion to all 
users of what has traditionally been available only to a handful of enterprises with the resources to develop 
these systems.

1 Digital models of physical assets built from the real-time data collected

Edge Computing - The central hub is shifting its 
function to store long term data that doesn’t need 
to be processed

Traditional Computing Model - Connections 
between the edge and the central hub are 
overwhelmed and too slow for the internet

EDGE COMPUTING
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Security Benefits of 5G
Once fully rolled out, 5G will differentiate itself from legacy networks through its focus on security, 
requirements for encryption of all network traffic, and ensuring this information is unintelligible when 
intercepted. It will also introduce home control, where the home network determines access to data by 
other networks, to prevent various types of international roaming fraud.

Additionally, network slicing,2 one of the new technology’s key strengths allowing it to share such high 
volumes of information, is also predicted to increase the network’s security. 5G will allow uses of different 
slices of the same network frequency, depending on the level of security or speed required. Highly 
sensitive data can be transmitted over slices with strong security protocols in place, while less sensitive 
data can be made more widely available on a different slice, but routed through the same physical 
infrastructure. Under this new network slicing model, businesses will, theoretically, be able to openly share 
information while ensuring key proprietary information remains secure.

Security Challenges Presented by 5G
Rollout Timeline
The exponential increase of connected IoT devices to mobile networks, and the change in architecture 
towards an SDN with processing power at the “edge”, will require new security controls and substantial 
new security risk management. These controls and management will only be incrementally released 
over a ten year timeframe as 5G’s capabilities continue to expand across incremental standards releases 
approximately every one-and-a-half to two years.

Further, the business case for 5G is less convincing than often perceived. Service providers face tough 
decisions around how to spread maintenance costs and investment decisions – decisions that will 
inevitably impact the introduction of the support hardware and software required to take advantage of 5G’s 
added security. 

As a result of this incremental release of standards, and the reality of resource constraints imposed by 
a more ambiguous business case than is often assumed, 5G hardware and connected devices will be 

NETWORK SLICING

2 The division of single network connections into multiple distinct virtual connections that provide different amounts of resources to 
different types of traffic.

High speed slice

 High security slice

  High reliability slice

   Open access slice
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rolled out over a considerable, currently unknown, timeframe. Thus, the supporting infrastructure and end 
user equipment, instead of being brand new, will often be LTE, 4G, 3G, and even 2G. This incremental 
introduction of 5G, rather than complete and immediate rollout, will delay the development of new network 
risk management practices as a function of operating multiple networks at once. 

The result will likely be a patchwork of different network security levels, depending on service provider, 
geographical location, and use case. Resultantly, communicating information through different domestic 
service providers where only one is operating a fully developed 5G network will create security backdoors 
until both service providers have sufficiently developed their respective 5G infrastructures.    Similarly, the 
anticipated benefit to international roaming will not be realized until both countries in the equation have 
rolled out the supporting infrastructure to a substantial level. 

Underpinning this, a simple dearth of available expertise among the vast majority of organizations to 
confront these challenges, especially among small and medium sized businesses, will leave many of the 
identified issues unresolved or lacking the attention they deserve.

Hardware Vulnerabilities
Without additional security specifications and a means of ensuring trust of end user devices, the 
proliferation of connection points in the 5G architecture will increase its vulnerability to traditional and new 
internet-based cyber threats. The IoT will vastly multiply the number of potential attack avenues thanks to 
5G’s expanded bandwidth, reduced latency, and increased functionality. 

Even the supply chains for the devices themselves, like most supply chains, are susceptible to the 
malicious or inadvertent introduction of vulnerabilities through malign components and maintenance. 
Because of this wide variety of vulnerabilities, the threat avenues in the hardware will be as diverse as 
tower vandalism through to a dramatic increase of price-competitive, low-power, unsecured IoT sensors 
with increased security risks for both operators and end users. 

Further, until 5G network cores replace the cores of legacy networks, these vulnerabilities and new threat 
planes will not be fully addressed by its increased security. As more organizations come to rely on machine 
learning, attackers will likely find new ways to exploit weaknesses and subvert 5G systems for their own 
gain without the anticipated security benefits of the network yet in place.

Software Vulnerabilities 
Although the latency and reliability of 5G will open up new opportunities for enterprises adopting the 
technology, they will also offer new prospects for denial of service. The many applications requiring 
extremely high reliability and low latency, such as connected cars or surgical robotics, represent rich 
targets where even a mild degradation in service, rather than complete shutdown, could be catastrophic. 

Attention must also be paid to properly isolating each network slice – the varying levels of security applied 
across slices will make it imperative to avoid cross contamination of potentially harmful malware from low 
security slices to high security slices. In the same vein, exhausting resources common to multiple slices could 
lead to a denial of service, or service degradation in much the same way as today’s 4G is susceptible to. 

These software vulnerabilities will make patch management – the continual application of bug fixes, or 
‘patches’, to software through regular software updates - especially important as it is introduced into 
business operations. Simple human error, through a failure to add appropriate patches, could allow known 
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vulnerabilities to remain unresolved. Likewise, the almost innumerable number of new attack avenues 
associated with a software-based architecture will make it essential for business personnel to diligently 
ensure hardware and software operating in a 5G network ecosystem meet minimum security specifications 
laid out in advance. 

An additional novelty of the 5G network, disaggregation - the ability to source separate supporting 
hardware and network operating systems, rather than having to use the manufacturer determined 
operating system - also poses new security challenges and vectors of risk to be understood and managed. 
These risks have not yet been fully explored and will make effective patch management and vetting of 
software and hardware especially important as understanding increases.

Best Practices for Employing 5G
Any adoption of 5G must include a proper assessment of the risks involved and plans for protection, 
vigilance and remediation of security incidents. Effective security decision-making at the business use level 
will be critical to a whole-of-nation network security culture required to ensure maximum mitigation of the 
network’s vulnerabilities. The BENS Technology & Innovation Council recommends the following actions:

1. Create a Cross Functional Team comprising, where possible, the Chief Information Officer, Chief 
Information Security Officer, Chief Financial Officer, and representatives from the marketing, legal, 
procurement and communications teams to plan for 5G Integration.

a. Define the Use Case for use as an anchor point around which integration planning can be 
conducted. 

b. Evaluate Availability of Applicable Talent in the business, to make a determination of 
whether these staff require augmentation or additional training.

c. Build off 4G Security Protocols to retain the benefits of continuity with existing security 
protocols.  

d. Determine an Optimum Adoption Timetable, taking into consideration the costs and 
benefits of being an early, or late adopter.

2. Ensure Leadership Buy-In, ensuring everyone is aware of the risk-benefit analysis and the most 
appropriate timeline for the business to integrate 5G into operations.

3. Develop a Threat Identification Plan encompassing both hardware and software as it is 
introduced into business operations.

4. Create an Employee 5G Use Policy plainly stating what 5G elements can be introduced into the 
enterprise, the process for procuring and introducing those elements and exceptions to the policy.

a. Develop a Connected Devices Integration Plan mandating security controls and 
standards on 5G devices connecting to the network.

5. Develop a Patch Management Plan to ensure business operations remain up-to-date on fixes to 
known software and hardware vulnerabilities.

6. Understand the Limitations of Service Providers and Third Parties through an assessment 
of what assets are in their networks, what network hygiene practices are being employed and 
whether the network slices are appropriately isolated.

7. Employ Thorough Hardware Vetting and Standards Enforcement regularly re-assessing standards, 
hardware provider trustworthiness, decisions about functions, and configuration management over 
the use of hardware and software in 5G elements being integrated into operations.
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In order to effectively manage 5G’s challenges in a way that balances its use case potential, businesses 
must consider their end goal for the network. This outlook for 5G’s employment should take a long-term 
view on required functions today and what functions will be phased in as the technology, standards, and 
the network develop.

In so doing, the expectations of business decision-makers can and should be properly managed with 
respect to what 5G can offer their business. Ensuring alignment among leadership on this matter will lay 
a solid foundation for the introduction of 5G into the business and engender a well-considered plan to be 
taken to the board for its buy-in.

An appropriate adoption timetable, which will be use-case dependent, should be laid out once a 
consensus is reached among leadership on the use case. Those businesses that rely on low latency, high 
reliability collection and processing of large sums of data will likely feel the need to adopt it earlier in 
its development than those that do not. Early adopters will, however, find themselves at the forefront of 
identifying and fixing issues, clarifying risks, and learning valuable lessons, sometimes at considerable cost.

Businesses should also consider whether 5G’s additional security will actually change their calculation 
towards third parties. It may, in fact, benefit some businesses to maintain continuity of their own zero-trust 
protocols, regardless of 5G’s added security layers. 5G security protocols should, therefore, continue to 
focus on protecting clients and data, using 4G protocols as a foundation for an even more secure system. 
Similarly, continuing to fully enforce effective data management will be essential.

As part of this, tasking security, architecture, and emerging technology teams or consultants with assessing 
the threat profiles of hardware and software as it is introduced into business operations will become a 
perpetual part of the integration of 5G throughout its adoption timeline. This threat identification should 
extend to the procurement of safe hardware. Also linking into hardware assessments should be a 
connected devices integration plan. Such a plan should mandate security controls and standards on 5G 
devices connecting to the network. Again, expanding the scope of this integration plan to third parties will 
be an important aspect to ensuring its effectiveness.

More specifically to software, businesses should introduce a regular patch management plan, if one has 
not already been adopted. Such a plan should be rigorously enforced to ensure vulnerabilities are rectified 
as soon as possible, once they have been identified. 

Security management will even extend beyond the bounds of the business to the 5G service provider itself. 
If possible, businesses should try to meet one-to-one with service provider representatives to gain a better 
understanding of the identified issues. This is not, however, an option afforded to most businesses, and 
in recognition of this, there are a number of alternative services available. Third party security consultants 
can provide analytics of digital products, similar to investment research, where one can get either standard 
advice on the internet or an investment research service. Likewise, a similar protocol can be adopted for 
vetting third party companies that a business may wish to conduct operations, where data transfer is a 
prerequisite.

Finally, it will behoove businesses to regularly re-assess and re-certify hardware against company 
standards as 5G progresses to ensure it’s adopted in a way minimizing risk to infrastructure. Businesses 
should demand proof from hardware providers that the protocol standards are met and the security 
standards of the protocol stack are adhered to.
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Conclusion
Through the adoption of the outlined practices, businesses can 

maximally mitigate the often under-reported risks associated with 5G. 

Building a security-minded culture at every level of society will be 

essential for safeguarding the prosperity and security of the United 

States. Private enterprise can lead the way in developing this security-

mindedness by itself adopting the right focus on security as 5G is 

introduced into the economy.
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Introduction to 5G 

What Is 5G?
5G is a 5th generation wireless evolution of the communications network and next major step 
into the information age, introducing changes to the radio equipment and end user devices 
alike. But more than that, it brings changes to the core architecture of mobile data. In its 
most simplistic sense, it represents the ‘cloudification’ of the telecommunications network’s 
controlling elements through an accelerated shift to software-based networking – all to bring 
faster speeds, lower latency, enhanced manageability and efficiency, integration of more 
devices, and the merging of information technology and operational technology. 

The applications of 5G will contribute to a broader global transformation by integrating with 
other next generation technologies like WiFi 6, low-earth satellites, medical devices, drones, 
robotics, and autonomous vehicles. Combined with artificial intelligence and high performance 
computing, it promises to transform entire swathes of the economy in a way many purport to 
be as significant as the introduction of the internet. 

By definition, it will take an ecosystem of stakeholders to design, build and operate this 
complex web of interconnectedness. It will enhance the security roles of a variety of network 
participants, in addition to network service providers, who have traditionally taken the most 
significant share of security ‘ownership’. Cloud providers, software network engineers and 
architects, security architects, and semiconductor producers will all have increased agency 
of the security of the network. Even end user device producers and developers of new 
applications leveraging the promised advances of 5G will have their part to play. 

But although elements of this new ecosystem are here today, fully integrating and shifting the 
telecommunications network to next-generation ‘5G’ will take time, at a different pace globally, 
and differ by service provider and enterprise networks. Perhaps most importantly, the best 
practices and lessons learned of how to integrate and operate 5G networks securely continue 
to evolve, and will take time to flesh out. 

This guide is designed and intended to help companies, and their chief information security 
officers (CISOs), Chief Information Officers (CIOs), Chief Executive Officers (CEOs), and 
Boards of Directors (BoDs) get ahead of the curve on 5G knowledge, what it means to their 
company, and ultimately how to operate it securely. Without proper planning and security risk 
management built-in from the beginning, businesses risk not only losing the benefits 5G can 
bring, but also the underlying operations, data, competitive advantage, reputation, and brand. 
To that end, this guide serves to help companies ‘bake-in’ security up-front, rather than ‘bolting 
it on’ after the fact. 

12
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What Makes 5G Different?
5G represents a fundamental shift in the architecture of the network that will transition the system’s 
‘plumbing’ – it’s data storage and controlling aspects – from physical hubs to the cloud, bringing 
with it vastly increased processing speeds. Facilitating this increased processing capability will be a 
fundamentally greater software-based architecture, known as software-defined networking (SDN) – a 
non-trivial shift more akin to a programmable web of sources and destinations linked directly to each-other 
than the hub and spoke model of traditional mobile internet. A shift which is predicted to bring significant 
enhancements to the existing mobile network.

The story of 5G’s transformation does not end with SDN, however. 5G will move the capture, processing, 
and sharing of data away from central hubs typical of legacy networks and to the sensory devices actually 
collecting the data, or to local cloud instances, in a phenomenon known as edge computing. This will allow 
5G to bypass the lower bandwidth inherent in the remote, third-party data processing centers of legacy 
networks. When combined with SDN, communication between sensors across standard carrier-based 
networks can occur in a manner that legacy network architecture prohibits as a function of its reliance 
on third-party data sensors. It is this powerful combination of edge computing in an SDN framework that 
will generate the higher speeds and low latency necessary for unlocking the revolutionary benefits of the 
Internet of Things (IoT).

EDGE COMPUTING
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Crucially, once the 5G network is fully rolled out, it is anticipated that no entity in this new framework will 
have access to any other unless explicitly provisioned to do so, thanks to a principle known as ‘zero trust’ 
- the assumption that the network is compromised, from the inside and out, so no part of the network can 
be trusted. 5G’s application of a zero trust model means each component will come with in-built encryption 
and every point of connection will be vetted before allowing network access. This is achieved using a key 
SDN element — “the controller” — software that will screen and allocate whole data flows directly to its 
destination, rather than the conventional model of data making its way from one junction to the next.

Carrier-Based Networks and Enterprise Networks
Today, enterprises have many more architectural and service choices than in years past. They have 
available to them hybrid clouds and the integration of wired, Wifi, and wireless networks; this evolution 
will further accelerate with 5G. Many enterprises can reasonably be expected, therefore, to introduce 
both service provider and private 5G networks for future operations, communications, and operational 
technology.3  Consequently, there is a high likelihood of a proliferation of enterprise networks as well as the 
currently more widespread carrier-based network accessed through service providers. 

A carrier-based network is the proprietary network infrastructure belonging to a telecommunications 
service provider such as typical household name mobile phone networks. They are made up of large, 
complex configurations of hardware, interconnected to provide communications services to people spread 
over large geographic areas and the world. 

An enterprise network, on the other hand, is an ‘in house’ network – a microcosm of the larger network, 
owned and operated by the enterprise itself, somewhat like a network version of CCTV. As businesses 
begin to adopt 5G, they are increasingly likely to build their own enterprise networks in order to maximize 
their use of the IoT. Enterprises will have to plan not just for how and which they will use for various 
applications – but how they will integrate and operate securely. 

3 Manufacturing, smart grids, drones, transportation, farming, and corporate/educational/government campuses
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Anticipated Benefits of  
Adopting 5G
Both large and small businesses successfully integrating 5G and the IoT into their operations 
and products stand to reap huge benefits through better service offerings for the customer and 
more efficient internal processes. Small businesses will have access to real-time data analytics 
and customer insights previously only available to major corporations with resources to construct 
enterprise networks. Similarly, large businesses and corporations will be able to expand on the 
capabilities they already have and push beyond the limits of their current systems. Resultantly, 5G 
is predicted to power the fourth industrial revolution with many as yet unimagined utility.  

15

Simply, it is predicted to change everybody’s lives and very few, if any, elements of modern 
life are expected to go unaffected by its introduction. Urban centers will be transformed 
through smart cities with the ability to monitor and mitigate pollution, reduce congestion, and 
efficiently allocate the use of public space.  5G will facilitate the development and introduction 
of autonomous vehicles, with corresponding increases in fuel efficiency and productivity for 
logistics companies. It will allow sports teams to better assess the performance of their players 
and make real-time on-field decisions thanks to wearable technology transmitting information 
back to coaching staff. Eventually doctors in a hospital may even be able to perform surgery 
on patients from thousands of miles away using connected devices and augmented reality. In 
short, there is likely to be a 5G IoT use case for almost everything. In the more immediate time-
frame, the following benefits to business stand out: 
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Efficiency & Productivity Gains
5G will allow the IoT to connect through various devices to the internet and offer enterprises real-time 
operational insights. Subsequently, this information will help them analyze data, manage production and 
focus more on organizational productivity. By using the data collected in a logistics network, factory floor, 
supply chain, or other business function, business leaders will be able to more easily identify ways to boost 
efficiency and productivity. 

One such example exists in one leading auto-maker’s engine assembly plant, where employees are using 
a suit equipped with body-tracking technology similar to the motion-tracking systems recording how 
athletes sprint or turn, or actors move and speak. Data collected from the suit has been used to design 
less physically stressful workstations to enhance its manufacturing processes. By accurately tracking its 
workers’ movements, the factory is enabling data-driven changes to its vehicle production processes, 
making them safer and more efficient.

The same principles can be applied to machines to identify bottlenecks or problems in production lines, 
however small.

Improved Customer Insights & Customer Experience
Connected equipment across the economy is already creating more data streams and analytics potential. 
5G will increase availability and speed of access to these data streams to give businesses real-time 
access to consumer behaviors, allowing companies greater insight into their business operations and how 
consumers use products or services. This will be further complimented by predictive recommendations 
delivered through augmented reality (AR), the IoT, and artificial intelligence (AI) that 5G’s enhanced 
capabilities will bring.

When it comes to eliminating friction points in the shopping experience, grocery stores are already 
beginning to employ scan, pay, and go technology via shoppers’ smartphones to enable them to avoid 
waiting in line to pay. Some systems are even able to detect products that have been moved from the shelf, 
and placed in a virtual cart, and know when customers have left the premises – allowing them to simply 
pick the item from the shelf and leave without ever having to physically pay.

This enhancement of the user experience coupled with new data streams and insights is a common 
benefit across all IoT applications. For all types of organizations, this has enormous strategic and 
operational potential.

Autonomous Vehicles
Autonomous vehicles will not only benefit from the ability to determine their exact location on the road, but 
the technology will also provide detailed and specific information to the vehicles of their positions relative 
to others, such as in blind spots. Replacing humans with 5G’s capabilities is predicted to increase fuel 
economy, reduce the risk of accidents, and lower wear and tear; all of which is anticipated to lead to lower 
operating costs for logistics companies. 

In early 2020, tests conducted at Honda’s research and development site in Hokkaido, Japan, 
demonstrated the commercial viability of using 5G to operate cars. The trials included being able to 
effectively locate surrounding vehicles at intersections with poor visibility and the transmission and use of 
4K video and images taken from the in-vehicle cameras. The connected car market is predicted to reach 
over $225bn in value by 2025 alone.
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Asset Tracking & Waste Reduction
This enhanced customer experience will be delivered in other ways, too. 5G will deliver improved inventory 
control in response to reams of data gathered on popular products. Not only will the tracking of which 
goods are most popular, and in what settings, through facilitation, or cross-selling opportunities--it will 
reduce the potential for over-inventorying products.

In an even more sophisticated manner, IoT and 5G will, theoretically, allow businesses to triangulate the 
precise asset locations across the world. Doing so will allow optimization of the supply chain and improve 
efficiencies. This has seen the supply chain industry, which is increasingly global and complex, become the 
biggest adopter of the IoT to date. Customer requirements evolve rapidly, products have to be procured, and 
shipping and delivery routes have to be coordinated, etc. In response, supply chain companies are creating 
connected systems and using data modeling as a key part of a broader data management strategy. Low-
power IoT devices are also being used to monitor product quality throughout a product’s journey, tracking 
metrics like temperature, vibration, and container openings. By using IoT-enabled devices and transportation 
routes, further improvements can be made to route planning by collecting in-transit supply chain data.

Cost & Downtime Reductions
5G will also allow businesses to more closely track machine wear-and-tear, leading to maintenance that 
is predictive rather than reactive in a system of ‘digital twins’. Today, the failure of one small, but critical 
component in an industrial installation can cause hours, or even days of downtime while the fault is traced 
and fixed. However, the rapid emergence of digital twin technology - digital models of physical assets 
built from the real-time data collected - promises to mitigate this risk. 5G and IoT are predicted to achieve 
this through their facilitation of machine-to-machine communications between devices with embedded 
functions aggregating data into a single stream at the edge and producing real-time analytical data. This 
real-time data is predicted to function as a monitoring tool feeding digital twins and quickly reacting to 
changing conditions on the factory floor, and helping to trouble-shoot production issues in advance of their 
real-life realization. At the same time, unused data can be passed on to the central cloud or data center for 
further processing and predictive analysis towards effective maintenance scheduling.

Allied with other technologies, these digital twins have led many to envision an emerging world of 
predictive maintenance and proactive operations becoming an increasingly key competitive differentiator 
in industrial IoT applications. They will be able to inform engineers of potential component failures--days, or 
even weeks--in advance of them doing so – and exactly where it is and how to replace it. Brief scheduled 
maintenance could see the replacement part made to order and pre-emptively fitted instead of the up-to-
now more reactionary approach. This type of technology could help reduce operational costs and system 
downtime in factories and other industrial installations, while helping employees learn on the job how 
machines work and how they can be broken apart for maintenance and upgrade.

In a case already under development, one of the UK’s busiest and most important rail corridors is able to 
model the movement of its trains, and coordinate when they need to return to depot for maintenance. This 
complex logistical challenge requires train servicing at least every 20,000 miles, a guarantee that each 
train finishes where it needs to each day, and, critically for passengers, keeps running to the network’s 
timetable. Such scheduling work typically takes three hours a day, when carried out by a human being, and 
can only be planned one day ahead, resulting in delays and over-servicing. By modelling the network as a 
digital twin and using a maintenance scheduling algorithm, the process can be reduced to just 19 seconds. 
Further, by using a digital twin, it’s possible to forward-plan for up to 23 days, significantly reducing over-
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maintenance and delays. Rolling stock usage is also better balanced across the fleet ensuring that certain 
trains aren’t subjected to more journeys than others.

Digital twins will likely provide similar benefits across many industries, from oil, gas and other energy 
sources, to manufacturing and the supply chain.

Wearable Device Applications in Healthcare
5G is predicted to upend the healthcare field with the introduction of wearable devices capable of remotely 
gathering real-time data for preventative care and other individually-tailored healthcare provisions. Such 
capabilities will also allow people with chronic conditions to retain autonomy and improve outcomes with 
more reliable, always-on mobile personal emergency response systems. 

The low latency and high reliability of 5G is predicted to allow doctors to overcome slow networks and 
unreliable connections that have previously prohibited this capability, especially in an emergency. Instead, 
5G will facilitate wearable devices that theoretically allow healthcare providers to deliver treatment 
seamlessly to chronically ill patients across the fastest network available. Further, the personally-tailored 
solutions will offer patients the ability to calibrate, gather, and validate data from trusted sensors to better 
manage their own health. 
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Anticipated Security  
Benefits of 5G
5G is touted as ‘secure by design’, with certain security characteristics baked-in to the 
network, rather than bolted-on to its framework. Its software architecture, codified security 
standards, identity vetting, level and integration of encryption, and protocols for scrutiny of 
hardware and software are all purported to make 5G significantly more secure than legacy 
networks. 

Unlike 4G, component producers will, for example, manufacture integrated security 
credentials into the hardware, allowing secure storage of subscription data in the connected 
devices instead of a sim card. This brings a secure root of trust deeper into the device. An 
example of how this may improve user security could be in rectifying a shortcoming of user 
equipment on legacy networks that allows advertisers to be able to track people, even when 
cookies4 are turned off, and even if the user switches computers. This is a major problem with 
4G that 5G is anticipated to fix.   

5G’s status as an SDN means it will also have a network-based architecture, rather than the 
hardware-based architecture of legacy networks. What might this mean for security? The fixes 
to vulnerabilities will be determined through the software, making security upgrades and fixes 
faster. Central to this will be the core network – the part of the network designed to provide 
routes of information exchange between various sub-networks. 5G’s core will introduce 
heightened security and management of end-to-end encryption5 anticipated to far exceed the 
capabilities of 4G cores. 

4 Files with small pieces of data that are used to identify your computer as you use a computer network.
5 A method of secure communication that prevents third-parties from accessing data while it is transferred from one 
end system or device to another. The data is encrypted on the sender’s system or device and only the recipient is 
able to decrypt it.
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Secure by Design 
Once fully rolled out, 5G will differentiate from legacy networks through its focus on security, requirements 
for encryption of all inter/intra-network traffic, and ensuring this information is unintelligible when intercepted. 
5G Standards development uses mutual authentication - a security process in which entities authenticate the 
security of each-other before actual communication occurs - and acknowledges the security challenges of its 
“open” network architecture. The wide range of use cases projected for 5G will require a singular password 
for access to a variety of different systems but each function can be expected to validate that password for 
access to its system in a model known as a unified authentication framework (UAF). The net result will be 
more regular assessment of people accessing information to ensure they are who they say they are. 

Subscriber Protection 
5G can improve confidentiality and integrity of user data between the user device and network. It will 
introduce unified authentication across other network types, user integrity analysis, and anchor keys.6 In 
practical terms, this means security will stay deeper in the network, where physical security is highest, 
while allowing session access management to move to the edge.   

It will also introduce home control – where the home core network determines access to data by other 
networks - to prevent various types of international roaming fraud. This secure steering of roaming from the 
home core will allow secure provisioning of international roaming without data being tampered with by said 
international roaming network. Likewise, a deeper key hierarchy7 will allow home networks to have more 
control of security over connected devices when connected to a roaming network.

Network Slicing 
Network slicing is, in essence, the division of single network connections into multiple distinct virtual 
connections providing different amounts of resources to different types of traffic. This allows different 
applications with different requirements to operate on the same frequency and same physical 
infrastructure. In a similar way an interstate has multiple lanes with different vehicles using it at different 
speeds, and for different reasons – trucking, commuting, leisure - 5G will introduce the same ability, but 

6 An anchor is the target of an HTML link (for example, the BENS website), and an anchor key secures entry through such a link to 
ensure only those with such an anchor key can gain access, akin to a built-in password.
7 A key hierarchy is an encryption of data encryption. A deeper key hierarchy means there are added layers of encryption. This is 
the digital equivalent of Russian dolls each with their own unique combination lock – deciphering one will only unlock the next doll 
and all must be unlocked to eventually reach the doll at the center, which in this case, is representative of the real life data.

High speed slice

 High security slice

  High reliability slice

   Open access slice

NETWORK SLICING
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for network traffic. The 5G network will have multiple lanes on the same frequency and using the same 
infrastructure, where legacy networks relied on single lane tracks akin to an undivided highway. The result 
is that it will allow businesses to run multiple networks as virtually independent business functions in an 
efficient and economical way. 

With network slicing, the 5G network is able to adapt to the external environment rather than the other 
way around. In other words, users will no longer have to adjust their use case to fit the constraints of the 
system, but can instead pick the most appropriate network slices for a given use case. One business 
customer may, for example, require ultra-reliable services, whereas other business customers may need 
ultra-high-bandwidth communication or extremely low latency. Just as flexibility introduced by digitization 
has opened up the consumer market to a previously unimaginable array of experiences (most from outside 
the mobile ecosystem), slicing--and the flexible adaption capabilities within--will be a similar catalyst for 
business customers, enabling them to facilitate their activities in as-yet unforeseen ways.

In a security sense, 5G will allow the division of slices according to the level of security required. Highly 
sensitive data can be transmitted over slices with strong security protocols in place, while less sensitive 
data can be made more widely available on a different slice of the network, yet routed through the same 
physical infrastructure. 

In practice, this is a major reason why consumer data analytics will become far more widespread. Businesses 
will be able to collect large amounts of anonymous consumer data through slices with relatively low security 
but high bandwidth, all while protecting the high security functions on other, higher security slices.
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Anticipated Security 
Challenges Presented by 5G
Although 5G has been designed with security features specifically built in, many of which 
are widely publicized, there are numerous challenges , which businesses large and small 
must consider when introducing it into their operations. Governments around the world 
are devoting significant time to understanding and planning for its software, hardware and 
architecture security challenges. Further, the integration of the network sits in the context of 
continued organized crime, hacktivist, and geopolitical cyber activity. All of these macro and 
micro cyber concerns will perennially thread the transition to 5G networks. For while SDN and 
edge computing will introduce a swathe of new opportunities, the core network, despite its 
increased security, is still exploitable, just like existing networks.

The truth is there is much work to do before the reality meets the promise. Much of the 
benefit will be realized only once the supporting infrastructure is substantially rolled-out; the 
expanded reach of 5G, and proliferation in connection that it brings, present entirely new 
avenues of attack, while hardware will continue to harbor inherent or intended vulnerabilities 
that must be mitigated. Businesses should also remember that a new network brings added 
complexity, and where there is added complexity, there is often increased opportunities for 
attack. 5G, with its SDN network and edge computing capabilities, pairs its abundance of new 
opportunities with significant new vulnerabilities, if not managed correctly.

Looking further into the future, 5G’s vast data collection capabilities will soon present 
decision-makers with the conundrum of how that data should be managed. The best structure 
for local or remote management of devices or data ownership is yet to be fully designed 
and the benefits of 5G will not be fully realized without all users feeling confident about the 
information flow within the system.

Discussions with industry experts have consistently produced the following issues as the 
primary security challenges associated with 5G.
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Rollout Timeline
The exponential increase of connected IoT devices to mobile networks, and the change in architecture 
towards an SDN with processing power at the “edge” will require new security controls and substantial 
new security risk management. 

These controls and management will only be incrementally released over a ten-year timeframe as 5G’s 
capabilities continue expanding across time - based on investment, service, and use-case aspects - by 
the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP).8 5G’s added security will, therefore, be less of a ‘big bang’ 
and more of a steady evolution, through standards development by 3GPP known simply as ‘releases’. 
The current known timetable sheds light on the standards already in place, and what can be reasonably 
anticipated in the early rollout of 5G:

• Release 15, the first full set of 5G standards published in June 2018, was focused on mobile 
broadband. It introduced a new radio (NR) interface unique to 5G9 with a flexible framework 
allowing multiplexing of different services on the same frequency.10  This brought the ability to 
encode data across multiple frequencies,11 and leverages the latest advancements in antenna 
technology to improve capacity, reliability and coverage.

• Release 16, published in July 2020, enables expansion into ultra-reliable, low-latency 
communication, unlicensed spectrum,12 new ways of tracking positioning and vehicle-to-vehicle 
(V2V) developments. This is considered by many to be the true beginning of the drive to place 5G 
into factory applications with significant opportunities for boundless extended reality that allows 
users to go beyond the current constraints of the system. 

• Release 17, scheduled for delivery in late 2021, will bring 5G into mid-tier IoT technology, such as 
newer approaches to augmented and virtual reality. 

As a result of this incremental release of standards, and the reality of resource constraints, 5G hardware 
and software will be rolled out over a considerable, currently unknown, timeframe. The supporting 
infrastructure, instead of being brand new, will often be LTE, 4G, 3G, and even 2G hardware and 
software (although some ‘greenfield’ all-5G networks will be built) as the networks transition over time. 
Compounding the matter, major U.S. telecoms are building 5G infrastructure through their own individual 
strategies and methods, which is likely to result in a consortium of different security standards and levels of 
5G development across the US, but with little consumer visibility into the exact situation. 

Likewise, the same will be true with internet connected devices using the network, further adding to the 
number of security vulnerabilities. Legacy devices will not have the same security standards built into them 
as 5G enabled devices, making them a weak link in the network, but they are likely to remain in use for years, 
possibly even decades, to come. As an example, many of the energy smart meters currently being introduced 

8 The 3GPP is an umbrella standards organization which unites seven separate telecommunications standard development 
organizations charged with developing protocols for telecommunications in their respective geographic jurisdictions: Japan (two 
representing organizations), the USA, China, Europe, India, and South Korea.
9 Previous interfaces include Bluetooth, WiFi, and 4G.
10 Multiplexing is a method by which multiple analog or digital signals are combined into one signal over a shared medium. This is 
fully defined as Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM)-based air interfacing.
11 This allows operation across multiple spectrum bands, advanced channel coding, and massive MIMO & Mobile millimeter 
wavelength.
12 Frequencies that are not reserved for one particular user and can instead be used by anybody.
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across Europe are only 3G enabled, and even some legacy connected automotive components are only 
2G enabled. The adequacy of the 2G and 3G enabled devices for their respective applications, combined 
with their relatively lower cost than 5G enabled devices, act as a disincentive to rapidly adopting 5G user 
equipment resulting in non-5G enabled equipment remaining in circulation for the foreseeable future. 

This reality will present numerous challenges:
• Delays to the development of new network risk management practices.

• Increased demand for, and spreading of, maintenance costs and investment decisions across 
multiple network generations. Carriers must begin making the transition to 5G while maintaining 
4G and 3G into the long-term future, possibly even forever. The associated cost of doing so will 
restrict the speed with which 5G is deployed and introduces significant ambiguity into the timeline 
of rollout completion.  

• Today’s 5G services mostly lack the support hardware required to take advantage of its added 
security and will continue to be accessed through legacy user equipment. This is likely to 
remain the case for five or more years. Only a dedicated 5G core, paired with 5G enabled user 
equipment, will realize the anticipated security enhancements. 5G devices using LTE will not have 
the added security capabilities, therefore making them more vulnerable to compromise. Many of 
the sophisticated subscriber protection measures introduced by 5G, like greater confidentiality and 
deeper security control, will not be realized without the full rollout of the network.

• This is even more apparent when travelling, where connection to a 5G core for roaming will be 
required on both ends of the communication to ensure the maximum security benefits. Industry 
expectations are for approximately twenty per cent global 5G coverage by 2025, so mobile 
roaming will continue to pose vulnerabilities until the world has universally adopted 5G cores. U.S. 
data travelling overseas through untrusted telecommunications networks will continue to be at risk 
of theft or manipulation during the transition, even if U.S. networks can be secured.

• The same vulnerability principle will also apply to domestic 5G networks communicating with 
legacy networks. The vulnerabilities of legacy networks will engender their own backdoor security 
issues. Further complicating this, sharing data across networks will require individual agreements 
between service providers, all with varying minimum security standards that are likely to remain 
opaque to users.

• A dearth of expertise. The move to an SDN-based infrastructure will be difficult for the expertise 
of traditional telecommunication companies and customers alike to absorb. The pre-existing 
knowledge base of many carriers and vendors will be highly challenged by new concepts and 
unforeseen ‘trapdoors’. 

Software Vulnerabilities
Network Slicing 
The reliance of many new applications on the extremely high reliability and low latency some slices will 
offer also make them prime targets for hackers without the vulnerabilities being fully understood. 5G will be 
a constantly evolving landscape of understanding, especially by companies using unique network slices. 
Throughout this evolution, the accumulation and processing of data at the edge (at the point of collection) 
as facilitated by network slicing, will open new avenues for denial of service through the sheer quantity of 
data collection devices. Every point of collection represents a potential back door into the network slice. 
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Indeed, high security slices could be compromised if not properly isolated from less secure slices. In the 
highway analogy, this would be equivalent to a lone driver being able to join a highway from any on-ramp 
and make their way into the car pool lane, unless a dedicated divide is in place; simple traffic cameras 
may not be enough to prevent them passing into the car pool lane. Likewise, an attack on, or exhaustion 
of, resources common to multiple slices, like the on-ramp to a highway, could lead to a denial of service or 
service degradation with severe consequences. 

Insufficient Patch Management
A patch is a set of changes to a computer program or its supporting data designed to update, fix, or 
improve it, similar to the software updates one regularly downloads onto their mobile phone. This includes 
fixing security vulnerabilities and other bugs. The network ecosystem relies on consumer consciousness of 
the need for patches and proactively installing them to their software and/or hardware. 5G’s construction 
around a software-defined network linked to a limitless number of connected devices will make patch 
management especially important as it is introduced into business operations. The software-based 
architecture of 5G combined with edge computing generates an almost innumerable number of new attack 
avenues, making it imperative for businesses to proactively ensure product assurance and validation 
procedures through effective patch management. Marketing material from service providers makes little 
mention of the need to continue adding patches, however, and there is a risk that 5G’s publicized security 
benefits will falsely convince people that patching is now obsolete.

Disaggregation Will Introduce Further Complexity and Associated Risk
Disaggregation is the ability to source separate supporting hardware and network operating systems. 
In simplistic terms, this equates to buying a server from almost any manufacturer and then loading an 
operating system of one’s choice, where currently both must come from the same company. This is 
designed to introduce more flexibility in an end-to-end type of network architecture that characterizes 5G, 
and is necessary for developing a virtualized network. It does, however, pose new security challenges and 
vectors of risk to be understood and managed. These risks have not yet been fully explored.

Software

Hardware

Integrated Disaggregated

Software
&

Hardware
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Hardware Vulnerabilities
The Internet of Things will Become Synonymous with the Radio Access Network (RAN) – vastly 
multiplying the number of potential attack avenues. 

A RAN is a network of radio sites acting as conduits and providing radio access and coordinated 
management of communications. A device is wirelessly connected to the RAN core network, and then the 
communication is transmitted to wireless endpoints with other networks’ traffic. Edge computing will, to 
some degree, become synonymous with a new 5G Open Radio Access Network (ORAN). This transition 
to the sensory points doubling as information conduits, combined with the benefits of network slicing, will 
introduce a huge number of simultaneous inputs and outputs from each link in the network, otherwise 
known as “Massive Multiple Inputs Multiple Outputs (MIMO).13 These ORANs of the future will contribute to 
the lower latency that makes 5G so powerful but simultaneously increase the complexity exponentially. 

There is reason to suggest the world is not yet prepared for such a proliferation of communications nodes. 
Currently, there is no agreed-upon security specification to provide a zero-trust facility14 between different 
5G RAN inputs. If one were to conceptualize the RAN as a series of links in a web, the network would 
remain open to infiltration through a weak link utilizing insufficient security specifications in its zero-trust 
protocols, unless a universal specification is adopted.

5G User Equipment, as Part of the Internet of Things, Will Itself, Present New Challenges
5G’s expanded bandwidth, reduced latency and increased functionality through IoT devices will increase 
the number of vulnerable user equipment devices, time sensitive operations and attack surfaces. Complex 
IoT devices or applications requiring high-fidelity, such as driverless cars, or remote surgery, may be the 
most difficult environments to secure as even a minor increase in latency or reliability could have disastrous 
consequences. These high-performance functions will be vulnerable to parasitic malware, introduced via 
insecure hardware that may burrow into 5G networks and systems to steal processing power and degrade 
the performance or even shut down the service entirely. Even critical services like water and power will be 
vulnerable to such intrusions.

Without additional security specifications and a means of ensuring trust of end user devices, the 5G 
architecture will be vulnerable to traditional and new internet-based cyber threats through the proliferation 
of connected devices.

Hardware Supply Chains will continue to Present Points of Vulnerability.
5G supply chains, like most supply chains, are susceptible to malicious or inadvertent introduction of 
vulnerabilities through malign components and maintenance. 

This will present itself in a variety of ways. The threat avenues will be as diverse as tower vandalism 
through to a dramatic increase of price-competitive, low-power, unsecured IoT sensors with increased 
security risks for both operators and end users.

13 

14 A security protocol that requires users and devices to prove their identities and trustworthiness before accessing a network.
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National Security Implications of Businesses Utilizing 
Commercial Carrier-Based 5G Prior to the Full 
Construction of its Supporting Hardware  

Until 5G network cores are in place, vulnerabilities and new threat planes are introduced that are not 
addressed by increased security. The introduction of machine learning and AI into businesses, along 
with the enhanced legacy network functions 5G will introduce should all be caveated with the challenges 
outlined in this handbook until these cores are fully introduced. On aggregate this will have serious 
implications for the security of the network.

As more organizations come to rely on machine learning, attackers will likely find new ways to exploit 
weaknesses and subvert 5G systems for their own gain. Manipulated machine learning could enable 
attackers to enrich themselves, obfuscate and deceive, and ultimately sow confusion on a grand scale. 

Likewise, spoofing – the false self-identification of a source IP address for the purpose of impersonating 
another computing system - and jamming of 5G networks could cause serious disruption for supply chains 
and dependent infrastructure. By targeting embedded IoT devices, determined attackers will have the 
ability to put vital networks under threat. The widely publicized increase in processing speeds, higher 
bandwidth and lower latency that 5G will bring will also enhance the potency of distributed denial of 
service (DDOS) attacks potentially affecting millions of people. Many traditional techniques will find fresh 
life in the 5G future, and the impact on business could be catastrophic.

Any adoption of 5G must include a proper assessment of the risks involved and plans for protection, 
vigilance, and remediation of security incidents. As these challenges multiply, it will be the responsibility 
of everyone to ensure vigilance over the network’s security. Effective security decision-making at the 
business use level will be critical to a whole-of-nation network security culture required to ensure maximum 
mitigation of the network’s vulnerabilities.
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Best Business Practices for 
Employing 5G
Introducing 5G to Business Operations
Safeguarding against the identified security challenges of 5G starts with getting the 
fundamentals right. To that end, the BENS Technology & Innovation Council has developed the 
following best practices for businesses to refer when introducing 5G into their operations. 
This advice is designed with the expressed aim of laying solid foundations for the secure 
adoption of the technology as it becomes more prevalent across the network. Although they 
do not apply to a specific 5G application, the BENS Technology & Innovation Council hopes 
their utilization will set businesses up for success by first engendering the right security-minded 
culture to securely procure, operate, and evolve the 5G network.

1. Create a Cross Functional Team and Plan to Prepare for 5G Integration  
a. Define the Use Case and Plan Accordingly
b. Evaluate Availability of Applicable Talent
c. Create a Technical Plan
d. Build off 4G Security Protocols
e. Determine an Optimum Adoption Timetable

2. Ensure Leadership Buy-In

3. Develop a Threat Identification Plan

4. Create an Employee 5G Use Policy
a. Develop a Connected Devices Integration Plan

5. Develop a Patch Management Plan

6. Understand the Limitations of Service Providers and Third Parties

7. Employ Thorough Hardware Vetting and Standards Enforcement

28
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Create a Cross Functional Team and Plan to Prepare for 5G Integration  
The integration of 5G into business operations should start with the establishment, where possible, 
of a dedicated integration team, Businesses that do not benefit from these various positions should 
nonetheless endeavor to make an integration team as comprehensive and representative of the 
organization as possible; this may even mean including the entire staff. 

Define the Use Case 
In order to effectively manage 5G’s challenges in a way that balances its use case potential, businesses 
must consider their end goal for the network. 5G use cases will be different for every business that 
intends to adopt it, thus, a foundation must be laid ensuring an understanding of what is happening, 
where it’s happening, and why it’s happening. For example, what is important data that should be 
stored on premises versus stored in the cloud, and how will the decision be affected by the latency 
of applications? Does a data management strategy exist? Are the consequences for end-to-end 
connectivity and connected devices fully understood? All these questions and many more can only be 
effectively answered if the use case is fully defined. 

This outlook for 5G’s use should take a long-term view on required functions today and what functions 
will be phased in as the technology, standards, and network develop. Businesses should also 
understand the approximate timing of milestones. For example, when, if at all, will it employ connected 
laptops, smartphones, and other devices as they become available? 

Evaluate Availability of Applicable Talent
In order to ensure the challenges of 5G are fully understood and the most appropriate precautions are 
being taken, businesses will benefit from evaluating the capabilities of their IT workforces. Doing so will 
facilitate a determination of whether these staff require augmentation or additional training to ensure 
they are capable of architecting, procuring, and operating the 5G elements securely. 

Build off 4G Security Protocols
The differences between 4G and 5G may not be as stark as most marketing material implies, at least 
not initially. Resultantly, the challenges presented by 5G will be similar to those presented by 4G and 
even earlier mobile network iterations. In its simplest sense, 5G security remains the same zero trust 
model15 already employed, but with an additional layer. Businesses should, therefore, consider whether 
5G’s additional security will actually change their calculation towards third parties. It may, in fact, benefit 
some businesses to maintain continuity of their own zero-trust protocols, regardless of 5G’s added 
security layers.  

5G security protocols should, therefore, continue to focus on protecting clients and data, using 4G 
protocols as a foundation for an even more secure system. The increased speeds and avenues of 
attack may nonetheless necessitate modifications such as bigger firewalls.

Similarly, continuing to fully enforce effective data management will be essential. Data breaches 
often times result from human error, so as the systems become more powerful and are capable of 
exchanging information faster, making sure one has a sophisticated strategy for data management by 
all employees will remain vital. These data management protocols should not be abandoned simply 
because 5G has certain security measures designed into its construction.

15 The assumption that the network is compromised, from the inside and out, so no part of the network can be trusted.
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Determine an Optimum Adoption Timetable
An appropriate adoption timetable for 5G will be use-case dependent; those businesses that rely on 
low latency, high reliability collection and processing of large sums of data will likely feel the need 
to adopt it earlier in its development than those that do not. Businesses should, therefore, consider 
a cost-benefit analysis to determine the most appropriate timetable for their specific needs. In this 
respect, many mobile data connectivity applications in IoT can be done on existing networks with an 
eye towards future 5G advantages when available.

Early adopters will find themselves at the forefront of identifying and fixing issues, clarifying risks, and 
learning valuable lessons, sometimes at considerable cost. Businesses may wish to consider whether 
being at the forefront of such an introduction is desirable, or whether they can instead learn from others’ 
mistakes & avoid them during their own implementation. Having done so, planning for implementation 
milestones and decision points can then be constituted and socialized across the company.

Ensure Leadership Buy-In
Tying into a clearly defined use case will be the clear management of expectations among decision makers 
within the business on the relative necessity of 5G and its security implications. A concerted drive toward 
a security plan should be instituted as part of the expectation management process, and alignment among 
leadership on its implementation should be established before presentation to the Board, if one exists, 
for full buy-in. Business leaders should be briefed on the reality that 5G will not be a panacea to all the 
business’s needs, and, counter to much industry marketing, will require a long-term implementation plan to 
match the gradual roll-out.

Develop a Threat Identification Plan
Tasking security, architecture, and emerging technology teams or consultants with assessing the threat 
profiles of hardware and software as it is introduced into business operations should form the backbone 
of any 5G integration plan. The identified threats should then feed into the cost-benefit analysis and 
carefully weighed against potential gains, expected use cases, expected costs, and expected timelines of 
implementation.

5G users should remember, when conducting these threat identification plans, that the ultimate objective is 
risk management, not risk elimination. 

Create an Employee 5G Use Policy
Using the Threat Identification Plan, businesses should also create a clear and considered employee use 
policy. Such a policy should plainly state what 5G elements can be introduced into the enterprise, the 
process for procuring and introducing those elements, and exceptions to the policy. 

Develop a Connected Devices Integration Plan
The employee 5G use policy should also incorporate a Connected Devices Integration Plan. Such 
a plan should mandate security controls and standards on 5G devices connecting to the network. 
It should also map the SDN standards that it expects connected devices to adhere to, paying close 
attention to the interoperability risks and vulnerabilities inherent in IoT devices. These standards should 
cover all connected devices, including but not limited to, PCs, base stations, operational technology 
elements, robotics, vehicle-to-vehicle devices and virtual reality devices.  
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Expanding the scope of this integration plan to third parties will again be an important aspect to ensuring 
its effectiveness. Vendor and third party-managed devices should not necessarily be precluded from 
accessing sensitive or proprietary information, but can instead take advantage of the more secure 
network slices. The less secure slices will necessarily be higher risk, and it will be incumbent on 
businesses to cordon off the more secure elements of the network from these high-risk slices. 

Develop a Patch Management Plan
Patching - the continual application of bug fixes, or ‘patches’, to software through software updates 
– should continue to be a primary feature of a business’s network security plan. The introduction or 
continuation of systemic patching will ensure business operations remain up-to-date on fixes to known 
software and hardware vulnerabilities. The proliferation of potential threats through 5G’s SDN means an 
effective patch management regime may grow in importance, as new threat vectors are discovered and 
more widely exploited by hackers.

Understand the Limitations of Service Providers and Third Parties
Central to an effective 5G security strategy will be a complete understanding of the processes and 
protective capabilities of the 5G service provider. The end-to-end encryption that 5G introduces will 
rely on effective management by the service providers. It will not, however, end there. Understanding a 
service provider’s risk mitigation will mean knowing what assets are in the network, what network hygiene 
practices are being employed, and whether the network slices are appropriately isolated.

Questioning service providers will be central to gaining the answers to these priority areas of 
understanding. If possible, businesses should try to meet one-to-one with service provider representatives 
to gain answers to these issues. Major companies may even gain access to the Chief Technology Officer, or 
core engineers, allowing people on security teams to directly ask questions. 

This is not, however, an option afforded to most businesses, and in recognition of this, there are a number 
of alternative services available. Multiple providers offer third party security analytics of digital products, 
similar to investment research, where one can get either standard advice on the internet or an investment 
research service. Third party vetting agencies are an affordable alternative for small- and medium-sized 
enterprises that do not have the mass to meet with the core technology team of a service provider.

Likewise, a similar protocol can be adopted for vetting third party companies that a business may wish to 
conduct operations, where data transfer is a pre-requisite. Companies with high-risk exposures especially 
should adopt extensive vetting, dialogue and questioning as part of a standard risk-governance process for 
working with third parties on sensitive data. 

Thorough Hardware Vetting and Standards Enforcement
It will behoove businesses to regularly re-assess and employ standards, decisions about functions 
and configuration management in the use of hardware and software in 5G elements to be integrated 
into operations. Hardware should be evaluated against a 5G protocol checklist covering end-to-end 
encryption, certificate trust models on the device layer and what the hardware providers use to satisfy 
those capabilities. Businesses should demand proof from hardware providers that the protocol standards 
are met and the security standards of the protocol stack are adhered.  Such vetting should extend to the 
hardware used by third parties intending to handle sensitive or proprietary data on behalf of the business it 
is contracted to and include regular re-assessment of the hardware provider’s trustworthiness.
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Conclusion
Through the adoption of the outlined practices, businesses can 

maximally mitigate the often under-reported risks associated with 

5G. The BENS Technology & Innovation Council also envisions such 

measures engendering a security-minded culture prepared to rapidly 

troubleshoot and fix new challenges as they arise. 

As the world becomes ever more connected through cyberspace, 

private security will become ever more synonymous with national 

security. Building a security-minded culture at every level of society will 

be essential for safeguarding the prosperity and security of the United 

States. Private enterprise can lead the way in developing this security-

mindedness by itself adopting the right focus on security as 5G is 

introduced into the economy.
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CHALLENGE RECOMMENDED MITIGATION

Ill-defined enterprise 5G use case Create a team, representative of the whole 
enterprise, to plan for 5G integration  

Ensure board buy-In

Connection to new 5G cores (responsible for 
network security) for international roaming will be 
required on both ends of the communication to 
ensure the advertised security benefits

Communicating through a mix of 5G networks 
and LTE, 3G, and 2G networks (rather than 
all-5G) exposes the 5G network to the same 
vulnerabilities of the legacy network 

Clearly define the use case as a basis for 
security planning and additional security 
protocols

Build 5G security protocols off existing 4G 
security standards

A dearth of 5G-related technical expertise in the 
enterprise

Evaluate availability of applicable talent and 
augment or train as needed

Appropriate network-wide risk management 
practices will take time to develop and may trail 
the introduction of the network

Service providers face increased demand for, and 
spreading of, maintenance costs and investment 
decisions across multiple network generations – 
this will likely lead to 5G rollout delays

Use the determination of the enterprise use 
case to create an optimum adoption timetable 

Understand the limitations of service providers 
and third parties

5G services currently lack the support hardware 
required to take advantage of its added security 
and will continue to be accessed through less 
secure LTE, 3G, and 2G user equipment

Build 5G security protocols off existing 4G 
security standards

Develop a workable threat identification plan

Decoupling hardware and software suppliers will 
introduce further complexity and associated risk

The internet of things will become synonymous 
with the Radio Access Network (RAN), introducing 
new security ‘back doors’

5G hardware will be vulnerable to the introduction 
of malware during manufacture

Create an employee 5G use policy

Develop a connected devices integration plan

Develop a workable threat identification plan

Understand the limitations of service providers 
and third parties 

Employ thorough hardware vetting
and standards enforcement

Network Slicing 

Insufficient security patch management

Develop a patch management plan

5G Challenges and Mitigations Quick Reference Table
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